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The lay of the land, in the Seventies film, is that there are two types of structure being practiced: dispersal and shallow-based space. RAMAEU’S NIEPHE and MRS. MILLER, and CÉLINE AND JULIE, are films that believe implicitly in the idea of non-solidity, that everything is a mass of energy particles, and the aim, structurally, is a flux-like space to go with the atomized content and the idea of keeping the freshness and energy of a real world within the movie’s frame. Inconclusiveness is a big quality in the Seventies: never give the whole picture, the last word. A distinctly different structure and intellectual set—used in films as various as IN THE REALM OF THE SENSES, KATZELMACHER, and NOSTALGIA (the Hollis Frampton film in which a set of awful photos are presented and destroyed on a one-burner hot plate), the various short films of minimalist sculptors and painters—is to present a shallow stage with the ritualized, low-population image squared to the edges of the frame. Facing a fairly close camera, the formal-abstract-intellectualized content evolves at right angles to the camera, and usually signifies a filmmaker who has intellectually surrounded the material. In both cases, the strategy is often encasing a strikingly petty event: a nonviolist scapes away on a violin in a Richard Serra film; the limp Laurel-and-Hardy high jinks beginning Rivette’s CÉLINE AND JULIE has one mugging charmer chasing another through Paris to return a book left on a park bench; RAMAEU’S NIEPHE creates linguistic/filmic systems using avant-garde types in low comic dress; and in FASSBINDER’S KATZELMACHER, two indolents gossip their way toward a reverse tracking camera—a startlingly handsome image encasing absurd, inane conversations. Each film picks up the current fascination with keeping things a little bit amateurish, as though that were an automatic connection to drollery and wit. In all the above-mentioned films, grandness and pettiness are blended in skeptical visions that significantly go against heroic careers.

The thing that strikes one about the early-Seventies Fassbinder BEWARE OF THE HOLY WHORE is the movement of both camera and actors, a kind of lurching serpentine of potbelly drawing sounds, inside jokes, and minute-long temper tantrums. They’re all like flicks within a flux of sexual liaisons. Everyone is distracted, anxious: they’re weeping, betraying, at the level of two cents. Kurt Raab collapses onto the bar, exaggerated and whining, very melodramatic, “I can’t bear it!” The circular, 360-degree pan of a hotel lobby picks up bits of a room from a steams around the room: one girl saying she is a Spanish light technician sitting nearby, another member of this desultory film crew saying to his new acquaintance, “I could help you if you came to Rome.”

Central to the Seventies dispersed movie is the lack of big statement (as there is in CITIZEN KANE, L’AVVENTURA). It is a profoundly rhythmic filmmaking, with a lot of lower-case observations, a brusque, ragged movement in MEAN STREETS and a ballad-like rhythm in Altman’s MCCABE with its clutter of ideas about frontier life, starting with the individual-vs.-the-corporation problem, the bewildered love of a foolhardy romantic for a practical down-to-earth, etc. etc. What is picked up about the trudging, muttering McCabe character, with his derby and long overcoat, is a half sentence ("got poetry in me—ain’t gonna put it down"), a suspicious and balky glance. Centering upon a person or event is not involved. CÉLINE AND JULIE GO BOATING is a new organism, the atomization of a character, an event, a space, as though all of its small spaces have been desolidified to allow air to move amongst the tiny spaces. A bit like a Cézanne watercolor, where more than half the event is elided to allow energy to move in and out of vague landscape notations, Rivette’s slaphappy duo in a musical without music can’t be defined. Each is a series of coy and narcissistic actions. They appear out of nowhere, no past profession or character traits: at one moment Celine is a sober librarian, and at another she is a stage magician, suddenly a fantastically extravert. Who are those people in the large Gothic establishment? A shaft of air encircles each bit
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